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SERIES:  GOD IS GREEN  
CREATION: This is My Father’s World! 

A biblical perspective on the environment and a call to stewardship of the natural world.
 http://presbyearthcare.org  

This morning we begin a series of three messages called “God is Green.” Thirty years ago that 
title would have sounded irreverent since God is a spirit and isn’t white or black or brown or 
green. Today we understand “green” is a metaphor that means natural, organic, biodegradable, 
clean and easy on the environment. While the terminology “green” is recent, concern for the 
health and welfare of the natural world isn’t new. It was championed in the 19th century by 
people like John Muir in California and Henry David Thoreau in Massachusetts. In the 20th 
century, concern for the environment grew because of the decline of the buffalo and the death 
of the last passenger pigeon. In 1962 Rachel Carson published her book, Silent Spring, about 
how chemicals in pesticides like DDT were causing cancer in people and multiple ailments in 
animals, especially birds. Her book gave rise to the EPA in America.  

Thirty years after Silent Spring (1992) our focus on the environment was sharpened by then 
Senator Al Gore in his book Earth in the Balance: Ecology and the Human Spirit.  His 2006 book 
and film, An Inconvenient Truth brought global warming into our common vocabulary. Some 
people dismissed Gore’s message because they disagreed with his politics and figured anything 
he said must be wrong-headed.  

The truth of the matter is, we don’t need our politicians or our scientists to encourage us to be 
“green.” We need our pastors and spiritual leaders to do it, because the environment is a 
spiritual issue! A moral issue. A biblical issue. The Presbyterian Church has made caring for 
creation part of the life and mission of the church for over 25 years (presbyearthcare.org).This 
morning we begin to look at what the Bible says about our relationship to the environment. 
What GOD says! Today I hope to show you that indeed, God IS Green!  Genesis 1, 2:15 

 
This is my Father’s world, and to my listening ears all nature sings…The good news this morning 
is that INDEED this IS my Father’s World…and God is counting on US to take care of it!  

The Christian faith is rooted in the primary affirmation that God created the world. This is 
where the Bible begins. Our text explains in poetic narrative that God called everything into 
being. It also explains in poetic narrative, God’s relationship to the creation, our relationship to 
the creation, and our relationship to the Creator. A biblical theology of the environment begins 
here…In the beginning! Today we join with Christians around the world to celebrate World 
Communion Sunday. The ecumenical creeds confessed around the world all begin with this 
affirmation: I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth… 

http://presbyearthcare.org/
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Unfortunately the church has often skewed its focus on these chapters and argued about 
whether the days of creation were 24 hours or 24 millenia. We tried to turn Genesis into a 
science book which it isn’t, and lost Genesis as practical theology for life which it is. So, what 
does Genesis teach us about our natural world, our environment, the creation?  

The first thing the Bible teaches about the creation is that it’s GOOD. In fact 7 times in  
Genesis 1 God speaks part of creation into existence, steps back to look at it and says, That’s 
GOOD! And then when God’s done with the whole thing, the Bible says (1:31) God saw ALL that 
he had made, and it was very good. What’s good about it? Let’s highlight three of them. 

The first good thing is the wonderful DIVERSITY of my Father’s world. That’s suggested by the 
language of Genesis 1. [verse 12 seed of every kind, trees of every kind…20 …let the waters bring 
forth swarms of living creatures… verse 24 let the earth bring forth living creatures of every 
kind…] The reality behind the poetic language is that there are an estimated 40 million living 
species of animals and plants on the earth—and we’ve only named about 1.5 million of them so 
far! As many of you know, I’m a home coffee roaster. I’ve learned that botanists estimate that 
in Ethiopia, where coffee originated, there are between 2500-3500 different varieties of coffee 
growing wild! God certainly appreciates diversity in size and colors. My Father’s world is full of 
wonder! We have so much more to explore and discover! We need to study science and 
support those who teach science in elementary, high school and college. And WE need to enjoy 
the wonderful, beautiful diversity: Arboretum at South Seattle College (10 min) or Lincoln Park. 

The second good thing about my Father’s world is the delicate BALANCE in nature. I’m moved 
to talk about this good thing because of my reflections on “Day 2” in the creation story. The 
second day has often seemed like a “dull day” in the creation. The formation of the “dome” or 
“firmament” or “sky” doesn’t really fit our view of the universe. But it suggests to me the 
delicate balance of nature represented in our “sky.” This delicate balance is maintained by 
gases in the atmosphere that we call “greenhouse gases,” CO2 (carbon dioxide), water vapor 
and ozone. These greenhouse gases act like doorkeepers. They let in the light we can see—so 
that we can see. But they delay the release of invisible infrared light so that the earth can stay 
warm enough to maintain life. The OZONE shields us from the ultraviolet light from the sun that 
destroys life, disrupts DNA and causes some cancers. The ozone layer is very very small. If all of 
it were put in a blanket on the surface of the earth, it would only be 1/8” thick. The delicate 
balance of these greenhouse gases is what’s at stake in our current concern with “global 
warming.” (I’ll talk more about that in two weeks.) This morning we simply want to 
acknowledge that God designed this balance as a good provision for God’s good creation. 

The third good thing about my Father’s world is…US! God created people… and God’s counting 
on us to take care of the rest of creation. We are not only one of the good things of creation—
we’re God’s good provision FOR creation. God is counting on us to take care of his creation. 
Let’s look more closely at two texts we read this morning that teach us about our responsibility 
for the environment. 
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Genesis 1:28 …God said…, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have 
dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that 
moves upon the earth.”  
 
This text is often called the “cultural mandate.” When understood as God intended, the 
cultural mandate is a great encouragement to explore and develop the natural world. But it has 
also been misunderstood and used to justify neglect and abuse of the environment. Some have 
taken the instruction to “subdue and have dominion over” the earth as a warrant to do 
whatever we want to do with it. [ARROGANTLY] If we want to cut down the rain forests and 
dump our waste into the rivers that’s OK because we’re in charge after all. If I can make a profit, 
it doesn’t matter where I drill or dig, or what chemicals I throw on my fields or dump in my 
landfills. God said I should subdue and have dominion. Let the environmentalists and tree 
huggers quit whining! Progress is progress. 
 
This cultural mandate is restated in Genesis 2:15 The LORD God took the man and put him in the 
garden of Eden to till it and keep it.  There are two interrelated jobs that God gives us in this 
mandate.  
   
Let’s take the second job first––the job to “keep” creation. The Hebrew word SHAMAR means 
guard, safeguard, look after, or take care of. We sometimes use a blessing or benediction from 
Numbers 6:24 The Lord bless you and KEEP you…  That blessing means we expect God to take 
care of us, to nurture us. When God charges us to be earth-keepers, God is charging us to take 
care of the environment and nurture the natural world. This charge tells me that the cultural 
mandate in Genesis 1:28 can never justify the neglect or abuse of the environment. Ruling over 
the world means that God expects us to keep it clean and healthy. God is green. 
  
Our other job, to “till” is a Hebrew Word ‘AVAD’. It occurs 290 times in the Old Testament and 
is usually translated serve. God tells us to serve creation. Wait a minute! I thought WE were in 
charge. Why does God say to serve the creation? One of the primary ways God “keeps” or 
“takes care of” us is through the natural world where God gives us food to eat, materials to 
house and clothe us (and construct all kinds of “material goods”). God takes care of us through 
the natural world that surrounds us with beauty and brings joy to our hearts. The creation 
SERVES us! But if the natural world is going to continue to serve humanity for the long haul, we 
need to serve it back by taking care of it.  
 
Our political stereotypes say that people who care for environment are liberals. But, in fact, if 
you really care for the environment, you’re a conservative! “Conserve” means to serve 
together. When the creation serves us and we serve the creation, we serve together. That’s the 
main thought behind “conservation” of our natural resources. When we serve nature, nature 
serves us. When we care for God’s world, God’s world cares for us. When we nurture God’s 
world, God’s world nurtures us.  God is green. And when we’re green, we care for God’s world 
and are truly conservative in the best sense of the word!   
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I’m thankful for “green” people here at West Side: Bill Batts (dahlias), Martha Wilson (working 
our church flower beds), Bob and Eleanor Nessly (tulips). 
 
The good news this morning is that INDEED this IS my Father’s World…and God is counting on 
US to take care of it! Everything else we say about creation is rooted in this good news. Next 
week we’ll check in with how we’re doing! And I have to warn you, it’s not a pretty picture! The 
message is “We broke it, but, with God’s help, we can fix it!” 

 
God is great, God is “green,”  
Thank-you, God, for all I’ve seen: 
Trees and flowers, earth and sky, 
Honey bees and birds that fly, 
Rivers, lakes and oceans blue,  
Dogs and cows and me and YOU! AMEN! 

 


